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workshop wins:

BOOK KIRRYN ZERNA
FOR 2024 KICK-OFF EVENT 

TO HELP LEADERS AND
TEAMS CONNECT BETTER
FOR BETTER RESULTS.  

Opportunity: Celebrate wins &

identify challenges for connection
Rhythm: Reset team rhythms of

communication & connection
Chemistry: Strategies to build

rapport and trust to achieve team
goals and deepen connection.

"Insightful, engaging & delivered the
outcomes we were hoping for. 

She was a delight to work in all
aspects & we'd highly recommend.

Thermomix Australia & New Zealand



UNDERSTAND THE OPPORTUNITY
Here are a few focus areas to consider:

1.

There’s no-one like your team... so you need to

start by assessing your unique challenges and

opportunities. This also creates a perfect

place to start collaborating, and building

rapport and trust as a team. 

2. RESET THE RHYTHMS OF RELATIONSHIP
Ask yourself which communication rhythms

were effective before but have been

disrupted or no longer work? For example

when should your team communicate, what

channels work best, what time works best

across teams to enable connection,

collaboration and celebration.

3. CULTIVATE CHEMISTRY OF CONNECTION
How do we engage and motivate our people

in a fresh way? How do we bring back rapport

building activities that help deepen

relationships, build trust and revitalise culture

back into our relationships and teams? 

How can you connect better 
for better results in your team?

When people truly connect, when they

understand each other on a deeper level

and foster authentic relationships,

something remarkable happens. High-

performance becomes the norm,

workplace culture thrives, and motivation

to excel soars. 

Imagine if your team could connect,

communicate, and collaborate more

effectively? What could you achieve in

2024 when your team is working at its

best?

HOW CAN YOU DEEPEN CONNECTIONS
TO ACHIEVE SERIOUSLY IMPRESSIVE
RESULTS IN 2024? 

The primary pitfall is sticking to old ways

in a new world. It doesn't mean that

everything needs to change, but it's

important to pause, evaluate and make

adjustments to make sure we’re in step

with the changes happening around us.
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A 60-90 facilitated workshop to
explore the art and science of
human connection and how
leaders, teams and brands can
build stronger, more authentic
relationships for greater success. 

60 or 90 min in-person or virtual
interactive session 
Workbook and tools
Team Tools Guides
Connect Better subscription
included

For leaders & teams who want a
high-energy team session to
refresh, reconnect and refocus to
achieve their 2024 goals.

PURPOSE:

INCLUDING:

Strategies to foster genuine rapport
and build trust with the chemistry of
connection
Actionable tips to create a rhythms
of relationship and communication
Refreshment and inspiration to find
their internal spark to inspire their
leadership and sustain the change

HOW IT WORKS: 

In this interactive, inspiring, and action-
oriented session your leaders and teams
will discover:

BOOK KIRRYN ZERNA
FOR 2024 KICK-OFF EVENT 
TO HELP LEADERS AND
TEAMS CONNECT BETTER FOR
BETTER RESULTS. 

2024
KICKOFF
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Kirryn helped me, to
help my business to
help my customers. 

It was beyond
expectations.

 ANZ Senior  Consultant

OPPORTUNITY

RHYTHMSCHEMISTRY

ACTIONS

How the program works:



About 
Kirryn

Rehumanising Connection

“It was fantastic to work with such a
professional speaker at our recent

conference. Generated a lot of
conversation for our brokers.”.

Aussie Home Loans

Want to unlock the spark of connection, and the power of influence, that fuels

the world’s best leaders, teams and brands? 

Kirryn Zerna is a fabulous and fun Conference Speaker, Corporate Facilitator

and author of The Stand Out Effect. With over two decades experience in

corporate communications and marketing, and a highly visual and interactive

presentation style, Kirryn would love to help YOU create deep connections

with your customers, leaders and teams and become the Stand Out in your

industry and beyond.

Inspiring, interactive, and full of lovely warm moments, Kirryn's sessions

include practical takeaways to immediately apply. She would love to help you

create a remarkable and unforgettable experience for your next event.

Scan here 
for tips & to 
stay in touch


